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Call for Papers

Security and privacy have been the major concern when people design
computer networks and systems. In recent years, there has been significant
increase in network and system attacks, such as frauds, distributed denial of
service, viruses, worms, spyware, and malware, etc, causing huge
economical and social damage. While the attack tools have become more
easy-to-use, sophisticated, and powerful, interest has greatly increased in
the field of building more effective, intelligent, robust, autonomous and
adaptive security systems. It is envisioned that the large-scale adaptive
security system will be essential to provide comprehensive protection to
networks and systems in the future. The aim of such an adaptive security
system is to provide authentication, access control, availability, integrity,
privacy, confidentiality, dependability and sustainability to networks and
systems, with autonomous and adaptive capabilities. However, building
such a system faces significant challenges. We expect the adaptive security
system to be
•
•
•
•

self-organizing and can deal with different attacks without central
control, and through contextual interactions with the peer nodes;
adaptive and broad-spectrum to both known and unknown attacks
with high true positive detection rate and low false positive
detection rate;
able to counteract the distributed intelligent attack systems which
have the learning capability; and
collaborative and optimized to intelligently safeguard the networks
and systems with low management and maintenance cost.

These challenges need to be addressed under joint efforts from different
areas such as network security, computer communications, AI, autonomic
computing, bio-inspired techniques for security, adaptive systems, and
others.

Topics

This special issue on Adaptive Security Systems in ACM TAAS focuses on
autonomous and adaptive security system theories, technologies, and reallife applications. Original papers are solicited for this special issue.
Suggested topics include, but are not limited to:

Adaptive Security System Theories
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adaptive security architectures, algorithms, and protocols
Autonomic learning mechanisms in security systems
Intelligent attack systems and mechanisms
Interactions between autonomic nodes of security systems
Modeling of adaptive attack and defense mechanisms
Theories in adaptive security systems

•
•
•
•
•
•

Adaptive security systems design
Adaptive security systems implementation
Adaptive intrusion detection/prevention systems
Self-organizing identity management and authentication
Adaptive defense against large-scale attacks
Simulation and tools for adaptive security systems

•
•
•
•
•

Benchmark, analysis and evaluation of adaptive security systems
Distributed autonomous access control and trust management
Autonomous denial-of-service attacks and countermeasures
Autonomous wireless security systems
Autonomous secure mobile agents and middleware
Adaptive defense against viruses, worms, and other malicious
codes

Adaptive Security System Technologies

Adaptive Security System Applications

•

